Multiple functions of the myelin-associated glycoprotein MAG (siglec-4a) in formation and maintenance of myelin.
The myelin-associated glycoprotein, a minor component of myelin in the central and peripheral nervous system, has been implicated in the formation and maintenance of myelin. Although the analysis of MAG null mutants confirms this view, the phenotype of this mutant is surprisingly subtle. In the CNS of MAG-deficient mice, initiation of myelination, formation of morphologically intact myelin sheaths and to a minor extent, integrity of myelin is affected. In the PNS, in comparison, only maintenance of myelin is impaired. Recently, the large isoform of MAG has been identified as the functionally important isoform in the CNS, whereas the small MAG isoform is sufficient to maintain the integrity of myelinated fibers in the PNS. Remarkably, none of the different defects in the MAG mutant is consistently associated with each myelinated fiber. These observations suggest that other molecules performing similar functions as MAG might compensate, at least partially, for the absence of MAG in the null mutant.